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properties of platinum to 55 GPa and 2300 K. Experimental data reveal a simple high-26 pressure and high-temperature behavior of the thermal conductivity that can be 27 described as linear in both pressure and temperature. The corresponding electrical 28 resistivity evaluated through the Wiedemann-Franz-Lorenz law is nearly constant 29 along the melting curve, experimentally confirming the prediction of Stacey for an 30 ideal metal. This study together with prior first-principles predictions of transport 31 properties in Al and Fe at extreme conditions suggests a broad applicability of 32
Stacey's law to diverse metals, supporting a limit on the thermal conductivity of iron 33 at the conditions of Earth's outer core of 90 W/mK or less. 34
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INTRODUCTION 40
Knowledge of transport properties of planetary materials at relevant conditions 41 of high pressure and temperature is vital for understanding planetary thermal histories 42
and planetary properties such as magnetic fields (Goncharov et al., 2009a; Goncharov 43 et al., 2015; Goncharov et al., 2010; Olson, 2013; Pozzo et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 44 2015) . Efforts to constrain the transport properties of materials under extreme 45 conditions require an understanding of the physical processes involved, which has 46 been particularly elusive in the case of metals such as iron 47 6 NaCl and KCl were loaded as dry powder compressed into thin plates, which were 125 placed on either side of the foil during loading. Pressure was measured by ruby 126 fluorescence (Mao et al., 1986) . 127
The foil is heated from both sides by a continuous infrared laser to a desired 128 temperature prior to pulsed laser heating. Laser heating spot size was controlled with 129 a series of lenses (Fig. 2) including a beam shaper to flatten the intensity distribution 130 of the spot (Goncharov et al., 2009d) . Due to the diameter of laser heating spots (~10 131 µm diameter) and the thickness of our sample foils (~4 µm), conduction in the heated 132 portion of the foil is nearly in one dimension. Temperature in this region is nearly 133 homogeneous (Fig. 1b) . The hottest region of the foil surface dominates emission, and 134 so measured temperature histories are localized to the region of highest temperature. 135
Also, foil thermal conductivity increases with temperature (Slack, 1964) so that the 136 initial arrival of heat perturbations (to which our conductivity measurements are most 137 sensitive) occurs in the region of highest temperature. These features ensure a self-138 consistent measurement of thermal conductivity and its associated temperature. 139
Both sides of the sample are imaged to a spectrometer (Princeton Instruments 140 f/4 using a 150 grooves/mm grating) coupled to a streak camera (Sydor ROSS 1000), 141 which is used to record emission spectra from the sample in a time-resolved fashion 142 (Figs 2 and 3) . Every 1 ms (at a rate of 1 kHz), the streak spectrometer collected 143 emission during a time window of 3-10 µs, during which the emission spectrum from 144 the sample was swept across the CCD-based detector to produce a spectrogram of 145 emission versus time 3-10 µs long. Following a single sweep, little to no emission 146 could be discerned in the CCD. Following many stacked sweeps, emission 147 accumulated on the CCD to a sufficient degree that temperature could be determined 148 at each time in the image by fitting the local emission spectrum to a Planck function. 149
In a given spectrogram, emission was measured from either side of the foil or 150 from both sides simultaneously using color filtering to split the spectral window (165 151 nm range) to include emission from both sides. Data character was highly 152 reproducible in repeated measurements. In view of this, the best temperature precision 153 was obtained by using the full spectral window to record emission from a given side 154 of the sample and collecting two spectrograms in sequence with identical heating, 155 each observing a different side of the sample. 156
Continuous laser power was raised until an emission signal was detected 157 (typically possible for T > 1600 K) and then adjusted to reach a desired temperature. 158
The total CW heating time ranged from up to 10 s at low temperatures to less than 1 s 159 at high temperatures (Fig 3a) . Initially, emission and temperature were constant in 160 time in the spectrograms. CW laser power at each side of the sample was 161 independently adjusted until the temperatures determined on each side were similar to 162 within ~100 K. Then, a second laser firing short pulses (several µs duration) at 1 kHz 163 and synchronized with streak image collection was delivered to one side of the 164 sample. This produced a time-dependent perturbation in the thermal emission 165 intensity and fitted temperature on both sides of the sample. We utilize the minimum 166 pulse amplitudes sufficient to accurately detect the temperature perturbations, which 167 are usually less than 200 K. The timing of data recorded from either side of the 168 sample differed due to a combination of optical delay and spatial separation of images 169 on the streak camera photocathode, and was measured using a short-pulse (150 ps) 170 broadband light source (Goncharov et al., 2012a) focused at the sample plane. 171
Emission data was corrected for camera sensitivity variations in time and 172 wavelength, as well as for the transmission function of the optical system, and was 173 referenced to a tungsten-filament NIST-traceable calibration lamp with a known8 spectrum. Other distortions in the streak image such as non-orthogonality and non-175 linearity of time and wavelength axes were completely corrected for in the data. 176
Emission was fitted assuming wavelength-independent emissivity, as plausible 177 emissivity variations with wavelength (Haynes, 2011) did not have a significant effect 178 on the results. In a first round of fitting, temperature and emissivity were free 179 parameters. Since temperature perturbations were small, it was reasonable to consider 180 the emissivity constant during the experiment. An average value of emissivity was 181 determined, and emission was re-fit assuming constant emissivity. This approach 182 ensured accurate determination of the absolute temperature, while eliminating random 183 noise in the temperature time histories to produce precise data on the relative 184 temperature change with time. With this approach, the timing and form of small 185 temperature disturbances could be reliably measured. 186
Sample dimensions were characterized in-situ for accurate finite element 187 modeling. Radial dimensions (of foil and gasket hole) were determined by optical 188 microscopy. The in-situ foil thickness was determined using the platinum equation of 189 state (Dorogokupets and Dewaele, 2007; Jin et al., 2011) . Pressure medium 190 thicknesses were determined using white light interference microscopy and the index 191 of refraction under pressure (Johannsen et al., 1997) , which also provided a second 192 test of the in-situ foil thickness. This value was found to be consistent with that 193 determined from the equation of state and initial thickness. Foil expansion upon 194 heating is small (<2%) compared to the thickness uncertainty (5-10%, table I) in part 195 due to sample confinement which limits free expansion and instead produces thermal 196 pressure (Dewaele et al., 1998; Goncharov et al., 2007) . 197
Samples were visually inspected for damage during experiments to ensure 198 sample metrology was not affected by heating. If damage occurred, data were9 discarded and pristine regions of the foil were studied. Lateral dimensions of foils are 200 much greater than their thickness and also much greater than the size of the laser 201 heated area so that a move to an undamaged region preserves the local sample's ideal 202 geometry. Upon increasing laser power (both in CW and pulse mode), samples often 203 exhibited a sudden increase in emission amplitude and temperature. Temperature 204 typically jumped from near 2,000 K to over 3,000 K and exceeded the melting points 205 of the foil and medium (Boehler et al., 1996; Boehler et al., 1997; Errandonea, 2013; 206 Kavner and Jeanloz, 1998) . We attribute this to laser absorption in the pressure 207 medium upon melting (Boehler et al., 1996; Boehler et al., 1997) . Since laser energy 208 is not deposited wholly at the foil surface in this interpretation and since samples were 209 usually damaged, experiments having this character were not used. 210
211

FINITE-ELEMENT MODELLING 212
Heat transfer within the DAC was simulated numerically by solving for the 213 transient heat equation with appropriate boundary conditions using a finite element 214 method (Beck et al., 2007; Goncharov et al., 2009a; Goncharov et al., 2010; 215 Goncharov et al., 2012c; Konopkova et al., 2011; Montoya and Goncharov, 2012) . 216
The transient heat conduction equation reads 217
where ρ is the density, C P the heat capacity at constant pressure, k the thermal 218 conductivity, and Q any volumetric heat source. Because the laser energy is absorbed 219 at the surface of the foil, heat input is modeled as a heat flux boundary condition 220 rather than as a volumetric source, and hence Q=0. The boundary conditions express 221 continuity of heat flux at the interface of two adjacent sample domains. The laser heat 222 source f is expressed at the boundaries between the foil and medium as 223
where is the surface normal unit vector and subscripts sam and med indicate the 224 side of the boundary corresponding to the metal sample and pressure medium, 225 respectively. Eq. 2 is solved in each subdomain (sample, medium, gasket, diamond) 226
with appropriate values of ρ, C P and k for each material (Table 1) . Model geometry 227 has been simplified to a 2D problem with axial symmetry (coordinates r,z), with the 228 axis coinciding with the center of the laser foci, sample foil, and DAC cavity. 229
Simulation of the temperature distribution is performed in two steps. First, the 230 continuous heating is modeled by solving the steady-state heat equation 231
with the boundary condition at the laser absorbing interfaces given as 232
where p is the absorbed laser power and R is the radius of the laser focus (µm), which 233 has a Gaussian intensity distribution. Initially 234
where !" is the continuous laser power, a constant that was different on each side of 235 the sample and was adjusted until the foil surface achieved a peak temperature 236 equivalent to the observed temperature prior to pulse arrival. The steady-state solution 237 thus obtained was stored and used as a starting point for the solution employing the 238 transient heat equation (Eq. 2) and pulsed heating with laser power given by 239
where !" is a time dependent function determined by fitting the power profile of the 240 laser pulse to a suitable analytical function (Fig. 3d) . 241
Modeling yielded temperature distributions in space and time for the sample, 242 medium, and nearby regions of the gasket and anvils (Fig. 1b) . In addition to reading 243 sample temperatures from the simulations directly, the corresponding emission was 244 predicted. Temperature profiles within a given radius around the laser heated spot 245 were used to calculate total emission based on integration of Planck's function over 246 550 to 692 nm (the spectral range used to measure emission intensity) and over the 247 heated spot. The radius of integration was controlled by our spatial filtering system 248 ( Fig. 2 ) and was typically ~10 microns, such that most emission signal from the 249 heated sample area entered our detection system. We compare observed temperature 250 and emission with simulated values during refinement of our simulations (Fig. 3) . 251
The geometry of the model and input constants at all pressures are listed in 252 Table 1 . For the diamond anvils and gasket (Re), ambient values of ρ, C P and k are 253 used. The high-pressure densities of Pt and the pressure medium are taken from their 254 equations-of-state (Dewaele et al., 2012; Dorogokupets and Dewaele, 2007; Jin et al., 255 2011) . The value of C P used for Pt was determined at the conditions of the 256 experiments from the equations of state (Dorogokupets and Dewaele, 2007; Jin et al., 257 2011) and was found to be nearly the ambient value; C P for the pressure medium is 258 taken as the ambient value and results were not found to be sensitive to its choice. The 259 most important parameters affecting the resulting values of thermal conductivity are 260 the thickness of the sample and the relative timing of temperature histories. The above 261 parameters were generally treated as constants during modeling, but were also varied 262 in some cases to test model sensitivity to the different parameters and to evaluate 263 associated uncertainties. 264
Several parameters were treated as variables during the modeling in order to 265 reproduce the observed temperature histories: of the laser for both sides of the foil, 266 R of the laser focal spots, k of the pressure medium, and k of the sample. Values of 267 and R were estimated from values observed in experiments and were fine-tuned to12 best match the simulation to the data. The k values were usually treated as invariant 269 with temperature; introducing temperature dependences did not significantly affect 270 the results. For example, we tested a temperature variation in k for Pt similar to that 271 seen at ambient pressure (Slack, 1964) but scaled by a constant multiple chosen to 272 best match the high-pressure data, and found that the difference in measured k was 273 less than 6% compared to that obtained assuming a constant value. This difference is 274 negligible given our overall uncertainty in k (~ 20%). 275
In our modeling, it is observed that k of the pressure medium primarily affects 276 the rate of temperature decay after extinction of the laser pulse, whereas k of the foil 277
and R have a mutual influence on the rise of the thermal pulse on the opposite side of 278 the foil. Therefore, the simulations were performed in several iterative steps in search 279 of a best value for k of Pt. First, a k of the pressure medium was found that reproduced 280 approximately the temperature decay following the perturbation. Then, for a given R, 281 k of the sample was adjusted until the rise of the thermal pulse on the opposite side of 282 the sample and the temperature difference across the sample were matched. Small 283 iterative adjustments of the variables were then performed to achieve the best fit to the 284 experimental data (Fig. 3) . To test the sensitivity of the models the computation was 285 repeated for several values of the laser spot size and for systematic variations in other 286 parameters. Best values and uncertainty were assessed from the compilation of 287 models thus produced. 288
Radiative heat losses from the sample, an important feature of traditional 289 flash-heating measurements (Cape and Lehman, 1963; Hofmeister, 2006) , are 290 insignificant in the present case. Heat losses by radiative transfer can be included as a 291 boundary condition in Eq. 5 as 292
where ε is the surface emissivity, σ B the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and T amb = 300 K. 293
We find that radiative heat losses are negligible compared to losses by conductive 294 heat transfer, so conduction alone sufficiently describes the thermal behavior of 295 samples as previously observed (Dewaele et al., 1998; Manga and Jeanloz, 1997; 296 Montoya and Goncharov, 2012) . 297
Because of instrumental jitter in the timing of the spectrogram relative to the 298 laser pulse from sweep to sweep, thermal perturbation time histories in stacked 299 spectrograms are broadened in our data, compared to those predicted assuming a 300 pulse at constant timing. Assuming the distribution of timings is Gaussian, we account 301 for this effect by a convolving the single-pulse intensity curve with a Gaussian 302 broadening function prior to modeling (Fig. 3d ). While improving model agreement 303 with our data, inclusion of instrumental broadening effects had a minor effect on the 304 results. 305
306
REFERENCE MODEL: IDEAL FLASH HEATING 307
Finite-element analysis of flash heating was tested by simulating an ideal flash 308 heating experiment for which there is an analytical solution, that is, one with no heat 309 loss from the sample, one-dimensional heat propagation, and an instantaneous 310 impulse (Fig. 4) . This artificial case was modeled for a Pt foil similar to that used 311 here, with heat loss prevented, the diameter of the laser spot increased to twice the 312 plate diameter, and the duration of the input pulse was reduced to a few nanoseconds 313 so that it was nearly instantaneous on the experimental timescale. In this ideal 314 configuration, heat wave arrival at the opposite surface from pulsed heating is related 315 to the thermal diffusivity κ as (Cape and Lehman, 1963; Parker et al., 1961) 14 = 1.37
where d is the sample thickness, τ 1/2 is the time difference between the pulse and the 317 halfway rise time of temperature on the opposite side, and 318 = ! (Eq. 10) Determining κ from the simulated temperature history with Eq. 9 yields a value 319 within 1% of the input value, affirming the accuracy of at least a simplified version of 320 our finite-element analysis. The delay between the laser pulse and the temperature rise 321 on the opposite side of the sample (~100 ns) is comparable to that observed in real 322 experiments (Fig. 3) . However, in real experiments, heat losses from samples lead to 323 temperatures that decrease in time rather than approach an asymptotic value (Cape 324 and Lehman, 1963) (e.g. Fig. 3g) . 325
326
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 327
The data on Pt show a general trend of increasing k with pressure and 328 temperature. The values show a clear enhancement in k over ambient pressure and 329 temperature data, and are the highest yet measured in Pt, resolved at 2.1 sigma. 330
To analyze our results and transform between thermal and electrical 331 conductivity, we developed a simple model to fit the available data. In our analysis, 332 we use the Wiedemann-Franz-Lorenz relation (Eq. 1) to convert between thermal and 333 electrical conductivity, where k is the thermal conductivity, σ is the electrical 334 conductivity, T is the temperature, and L is the Lorenz number. Lattice contributions 335 to thermal conduction are not included in Eq. 1 and are substantially less than 336 electronic contributions in metals Stacey and Anderson, 2001 ) 337 so are ignored in the present analysis. In the case of Pt, L depends on temperature 338 (Slack, 1964) in a manner that can be represented as a double-exponential function 339 (Fig. 6g) We fit our present measurements of thermal conductivity (k) in Pt with a 347 simple planar fit in pressure (P) -temperature (T) space 348 k=aP+bT+c (Eq. 12)
where a, b, and c are constants. This form is selected considering that k increases 349 nearly linearly with T at constant P (Slack, 1964) (Fig. 6b) , and nearly linearly with P 350 at constant T (Bridgman, 1952) (Fig. 6d ). In this model resistivity (1/σ) varies 351 inversely with pressure at constant temperature as 352 1/σ∼ 1/P (Eq. 13)
This form reproduces the behavior of resistivity in many metals under pressure, 353 including Pt (Bridgman, 1952) (Fig. 6c) and ε-Fe (Gomi et al., 2013; Seagle et al., 354 2013) . At constant pressure, resistivity varies with temperature as 355 1/σ∼ exp(T) (Eq. 14)
This form ideally describes the data for platinum (Slack, 1964) , and is not in practice 356 significantly different from the often-used relationship for metals 1/σ ∝Τ (de Koker et 357 al., 2012; Seagle et al., 2013; Stacey and Anderson, 2001 ). Thus, this simple model 358 for the thermal and electrical conductivity is empirically justified. 359 fitting. This is assumed to be 30% of the isochoric thermal pressure (Dewaele et al., 361 1998; Goncharov et al., 2007) taken from equation-of-state data on Pt (Dorogokupets 362 and Dewaele, 2007; Jin et al., 2011) , and equals ~2 GPa/1000 K. 363
The above model is least-squares fitted to the available data for platinum . In addition to data from this study at combined high-temperature and high-365 pressure, we include an ambient-pressure survey of thermal conductivity at high 366 temperature (up to 2047 K) (Slack, 1964) as well as resistivity data at ambient 367 temperature and high pressure (up to 10 GPa) (Bridgman, 1952) . When all three 368 datasets are included in our fit, we refer to the result as the 'global fit'. 369
In addition to least-squares fitting to all three datasets described above, 370 individual measurements or sets of measurements were included and excluded during 371 fitting to test fit stability and sensitivity to certain datasets or data points. Of the three 372 sets of data used in the fit, any two datasets were sufficient to define the fit. That is, 373 exclusion of any one dataset had a minor effect on fit results. Notably, the unfit 374 dataset was well predicted by a fit of the other two (Figs 6b-6c ). Our high-pressure 375 measurements are thus consistent with data at low pressure (Bridgman, 1952; Slack, 376 1964) . This can be further seen in Fig. 6f , where our high temperature data are found 377 to compare well with those at similar temperature and low pressure (Slack, 1964) . 378
When the present results are fit alone, the trend of increasing k with pressure 379 and temperature (Fig. 5) is qualitatively reproduced, but the fit does not predict the 380 previous ambient P and ambient T measurements with good accuracy. A notable 381 exception is that a fit to the present data alone accurately predicts the thermal and 382 electrical conductivity at melting at ambient pressure. This is because the pressure 383 variation of transport properties is well resolved in our data at temperatures similar to 384 the ambient melting point (Fig. 6f) . 385 Our data and model thus permit a self-consistent and simple description of 386 transport in platinum at extreme conditions. Thermal and electrical conductivities in 387 solid platinum based on our global fit can be represented as 388 k Pt = 1.03 P + 0.0198 T + 64.5 (Eq. 15) and 389
where k is in W/mK, σ is in S/m, P is in GPa, T is in K, and L (Eq. 11) is in V 2 /K 2 . 390
This fit is not valid below 150 K, where a sharp change in the behavior of the 391 transport properties occurs (Slack, 1964) (Fig. 6b) . Eqs. 15-16 may be used to 392 estimate properties of the liquid beyond the melting curve (Fig. 5) , though a decrease 393 in k and σ on melting (Wilthan et al., 2004 ) may need to be considered. 394
395
DISCUSSION 396
The consistency between available transport measurements in Pt at high 397 pressure and temperature and the successful global description of these data with a 398 simple model suggest that platinum is an ideal system in which to test theories of 399 transport in metals at extreme conditions Gomi et al., 2013; 400 Pozzo et al., 2012; Seagle et al., 2013; Stacey and Anderson, 2001; Stacey and Loper, 401 2007; Zhang et al., 2015) . 402
The global fit to the transport data on Pt as well as three partial fits predict 403 nearly-constant resistivity along platinum's melting curve (Fig. 6e) . From the global 404 fit, resistivity at melting is 61.6 ± 1.5 x 10 -8 Ωm and deviates by no more than 4.5% 405 from a constant value from zero to 100 GPa (Fig. 6e) and from 2000 to 5000 K (Fig.  406 5 ). This contrasts with a change in resistivity of nearly an order of magnitude over the 407 same pressure range at constant temperature (Fig. 6c) or the same temperature range 408 at constant pressure (Slack, 1964) . Also along the melting curve the Lorenz number is 409 constant to within 1% at 3.17 x 10 -8 V 2 /K 2 . The combined effects of increasing 410 pressure and temperature along the melt curve, which have opposing effects on 411 resistivity (to decrease and increase resistivity, respectively), combine to maintain the 412 resistivity at a constant value at melting. 413
The arguments of Stacey (Stacey, 1992; Stacey and Anderson, 2001; Stacey 414 and Loper, 2007) put this effect on a firm physical foundation. Stacey noted that the 415 derivative of electrical resistivity with pressure could have the same form as 416
Lindemann's law for the derivative of melting temperature with pressure, leading to 417 the conclusion that resistivity is invariant along melting curves for simple metals. 418 Thus Stacy's theory can be thought of as an extension of Lindemann's law and is here 419 referred to as Stacy's law. 420
There reasons to expect that Stacey's law is accurate for a number of 421 transition metals. In addition to our results on Pt, this law also appears to be followed 422 in theoretical predictions for Al and Fe (de Koker et al., 2012; 423 Zhang et al., 2015) (Fig. 7) . Together, these results demonstrate the reasonable 424 accuracy of this model for predicting thermal and electrical conductivity at the 425 melting curve for ideal metals, and support proposed extensions of this law to impure 426 and nonideal metals (Stacey and Anderson, 2001; Stacey and Loper, 2007) . 427
Verification of Stacey's Law for Fe remains to be investigated experimentally. 428
429
CONCLUSIONS 430
Thermal conductivity of platinum has been determined at temperatures of 431 1800-2300 K and pressures up to 55 GPa using a pulsed laser heating technique in the 432 diamond anvil cell combined with finite element modeling of heat transfer. The 433 results confirm an increasing conductivity with pressure and temperature in Pt, 434 previously seen in studies near ambient pressure and temperature. We find that 435 electrical resistivity at melting, determined through the Wiedemann-Franz-Lorenz 436 law, is largely invariant with pressure up to 100 GPa, as predicted by Stacey for a 437 simple metal (Stacey, 1992; Stacey and Anderson, 2001) . 438 Stacey's law of constant resistivity along the melting curve for metals can be 439 used to predict transport properties of Fe at core conditions, by taking the measured 440 value of resistivity at ambient-pressure melting (1.35 x 10 -6 Ωm), and applying this to 441
Earth's core, where temperatures are close to the melting point (3750 K to 4970 K) 442 (Stacey and Anderson, 2001) . Assuming the ideal value of the Lorenz number for a 443 free-electron metal, thermal conductivity is thus estimated to be 68 to 90 W/mK for 444
Fe at core conditions. Adjustment for impurity content, temperature offset from the 445 melting curve, and deviations from pure metal behavior due to the complex band 446 structure of Fe act cumulatively to lower thermal conductivity and imply an upper 447 bound on outer core thermal conductivity of ~63 W/mK (Stacey and Anderson, 2001; 448 Stacey and Loper, 2007) . 449
The present work confirms that Stacey's law can be accurate for simple metals 450 and thus supports the primary foundation of the above constraints. Observed 451 deviations from this law -less than 4.5% in Pt, with similar small deviations 452 predicted for Al and Fe (de Koker et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015 ) 453 -do not warrant a serious readjustment of this constraint. That evidence for this law20 appears in quite dissimilar transition metals suggests it may have widespread 455 applicability, and it should be tested for in other metals. 456
While further investigations into the validity and physical origin of Stacey's 457 law should be made in future studies, attention should be paid to the assumptions 458 (Stacey and Anderson, 2001; Stacey and Loper, 2007) that permit its application to 459 planetary cores. Of primary importance is the assumed value of conductivity at the 460 ambient-pressure melting point, which can differ significantly between experimental 461 and theoretical studies Stacey and Anderson, 2001) . The 462
Lorenz number L for Fe at high pressure and temperature also needs to be accurately 463 determined; use of the theoretical value for a free-electron metal (Stacey and 464 Anderson, 2001; Stacey and Loper, 2007) is of questionable validity considering the 465 wide range of values seen in transition metals (French and Mattsson, 2014; Slack, 466 1964) and the proposed significance of electron-electron scattering at high 467 temperatures (Zhang et al., 2015) . Measurements of Fe thermal conductivity at in-situ 468 high-pressure and temperature as well as studies on other transition metals are needed 469 to improve constraints on this important problem. 470
Our measurements finally have a practical implication for planetary materials' 471 transport measurements. Platinum is a preferred electrode material in measurements 472 of electrical conductivity at extreme conditions, for example in studies on water 473 (Okada et al., 2014) , iron (Seagle et al., 2013; Shimizu et al., 2001) , silicate 474 perovskite (Li and Jeanloz, 1990) and hydrogen (Eremets and Trojan, 2009) . As 475 electrode properties can bias such measurements (Huang et al., 2007) the results of 476 this study permit evaluation and removal of electrode effects in transport 477 measurements, both at high pressure and high temperature. 478 imaged to a spectrometer (Goncharov et al., 2009d) . The lower fiber laser continuously heats the sample foil from both sides to raise its initial temperature, while the upper fiber laser operates in pulsed mode to deliver a heat pulse on one side of the sample. Continuous heating power is balanced to produce equal temperature on both sides of the foil using polarization techniques, prior to initiation of pulsing. The pulsed heating laser is polarized to strike only one side of the sample, while power was controlled through various filters. Time resolved spectroscopy of emission was made using a streak camera (Sydor Ross 1000) coupled to a spectrometer (Goncharov et al., 2012a) . Both sides of the foil could be viewed in the detection system simultaneously. were collected with a photodiode and oscilloscope, and in (e-g) with a streaked spectrometer. In this representative experiment on Pt at 48 GPa (Table I) , a CW laser 29 heats both sides of the foil sample for 5 seconds (a) while a pulsed laser operating at 1 kHz heats one side. CW and pulsed laser shut on and off (b-c) is controlled by electronic modulation and fast shuttering. Individual laser pulses have a profile shown in (d), which has a sharp rise to a peak followed by exponential decay; for finite element modeling this was fit by an analytical function, which was sometimes broadened to account for instrumental timing jitter during data acquisition.
Synchronized with the laser pulses, a streak camera records thermal emission spectrograms from the sample (e); here the record is taken from a single side of the foil and based on accumulation from ~5,000 stacked spectrograms. The time-resolved temperature (f) and band-averaged (550-692 nm) emission intensity (g) are fit using finite element models (solid curves). In (f) random errors are smaller than the symbols while systematic errors are ~50 K; in (g) point scatter represents random error. Here initial temperatures on either side of the foil differ by ~75 K and the range of temperature during the experiment is ~175 K; an average temperature is reported for each experiment (Figs. 5-6 ).
FIG. 4.
Finite element simulation of a hypothetical ideal flash heating experiment in the diamond cell. Similar to our actual experiment (Fig. 1) , a Pt sample of 4 µm thickness and 40 microns diameter is used, which is initially at room temperature with κ=2.57x10
-5 m 2 /s. Foil heat losses are eliminated. The foil is struck on one face at time zero with a short pulse a few nanoseconds in duration and providing nearly constant intensity over the foil surface (R=80 µm, Eq. 5). The opposing-face temperature rises halfway to its maximum value ~85 nanoseconds later yielding κ=2.59x10 -5 m 2 /s through Eq. 9, closely reproducing the input value.
30
FIG. 5. Thermal conductivity map for solid platinum. Data (colored circles) are from this study (HPHT, plot center), high temperature (HT, left axis) (Slack, 1964) ], and high pressure (HP, bottom axis) (Bridgman, 1952) . Contours, based on a global fit to the data (Eq. 15), are labeled with corresponding k values. The melting curve is the solid black line based on extrapolation of recent melting measurements to 28 GPa (Errandonea, 2013) . For the present study, uncertainties in individual measurements of k are 20 W/mK; pressure uncertainty is ~1 GPa; random temperature uncertainties are 50 K; possible systematic temperature errors due to Pt emissivity variation with wavelength (Haynes, 2011) (Dewaele et al., 2012; Dorogokupets and Dewaele, 2007; Jin et al., 2011) . Input parameters that do not vary with pressure are as follows: thermal conductivity k of diamond (1000 W/mK) and Re (48 W/mK); density ρ of diamond (3500 kg/m 3 ) and Re (21020 kg/m 3 ); and the specific heat at constant pressure C P of diamond (630 J/kgK), Re (140 J/kgK), NaCl (864 J/(kgK), KCl (690 J/kgK), and Pt (135 J/kgK).
